Experimental foundation of the Gabor-Nelson theory applied to boundaries which are non-insulating.
In order to found the application of the Gabor-Nelson theory to non-insulating boundaries, we have used a network which we have divided into two parts: a core energized by a source sink pair and an appendage, the conductivity of which may or may not differ from that of the core. By ignoring the appendage and by applying the Gabor-Nelson method to the restricted perimeter as if it were totally insulating, we stress the errors made in computing the dipole strength, orientation and position and how they are influenced by the dipole eccentricity, by its orientation with respect to the junction between the added portion and the core, and by a change in conductivity between the same compartments. Finally, we restore the dipole characteristics by using the appropriate correction derived from theory. Comparing the later results to those obtained by applying the Gabor-Nelson method to the whole insulating boundary leads to the conclusion that the correction is founded and must be taken into account.